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Cultural Identity and Communication Style Among Mexican Americans

Introduction

No longer are Mexican Americans a minority that can wait to be taken into

consideration by the larger American culture. 'Increasingly, researchers am'

policy makers dedicate their efforts to the understanding
0

of those processe,

that allow Mexican Americans adapt to the larger culture. Adaptation, on

the .other hand, is no longer seen as complete assimilation because a len

history of social programs and discrimination point cat the importance of

keeping minority cultures alive for the richness of the larger society and

for the better integration of those minorities.

Mexican Americans are not a homogeneous group which can be easily

identified and characterized. Mexican Americans vary along multiple dimensions,

such as place of origin, socio-economic status, generation, years in the U.S.,

etc. (Casavantes, 1971). Cultural identity is then one of the most pressing

starting points in the consideration of :exican American issues. If an

individual does not identify ,him/herself as a Mexican American one may expect

a definite pattern of behaviors to ensue from that self-chareCterization. On

the other hand, if a Mexican American feels proud of that identity one would

logically expect to encounter a set of behaviors; values and beliefs that are

in accordance with that cultural identity.

In this paper the authors are concerned with the impact of cultural

identity on the communication style of Mexican Americans. We will first 'con-

ceptually address the issue of cultural identity among Mclean' Americans and

'then we will proceed to examine relevant Conceptual issyes regarding communi-

cation style. In a subsequent sectile we will derive testable hypotheses

from the above considerations and provile ini?ial guidelines for researching

the relationship eetween cultural identIty and communieat.:on style.



Cultural' Identity

ti

Cultural identity seems to be a hard concept to grasp conceptually and

difficult to operationalize. Cultural identity has been a concept with a long ,

history of speculation and little empirical investigation.. For one thing, it

is a subjective mental construct; for another, it is a combination of individual,

societal and cultural factors. What is strictly cultural is hard to separate

from what is individual or societal. Erickson (1966) in referring to Freud

said: "(Identity is) experienced as 'identical' in the core of the individual

and yet also identical in the core of a communal culture, and which is, in

fact, the identity of those-two identities." (p. 149.)
68

Further, Erickson (196E) addressed identity as "one aspect of the struggle

for ethnic survival; one person's or, group's identity may be relative to

anther's; and identity awarenessmaY have to do with matters of an inner

emancipation from a more dominant identity, such as the 'compact majorityl."

(p. 148.) Identity then is not clearly separable at,-the cultural level but

it may have its roots and reference in culture. The aspect we are concerned

with is the cultural component of the identity of an individual. A perscex has

a way of thinking of him/herself regarding hiss /her individuality, hiar role

in society, and his/her larger reference group of origin and socialization.

A Mexican Amex-teen may think of him/hzrsAf as belonging mainly to the

Larger Anglo culture (if one can speak of 'en:), or to the nexican culture, or

to both, none, or a third new Chicano culture All these variations include

tradition, customs, beliefs, values, social relations, foods, designs for living
S.

in general and en overall world view (Serbaegh, 1979.) In.seme sense cultural

identity is the refertnce.group esed by indiviluals when confronting everyday

situations. But tit is not only the cultural group that influences the refer-

ence of cultural identity con:,tructs that go alone with such refer-

ence group.

.1
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*Mexican Americans are far from being a homogeneous community. There are

those who would not like to be identified as Mexicans, and there are those who

would not like to be considered American. There are some who would like to

consider themselves as a separate entity. Peiialosa (1970) in trying to provide

an overall classification of '!exieln Americans describes a continuum in which

one finds in one of the extremes those Mexican Americans that consider thein-

selves.to be "Americans of Mexican Ancestry" who would first identify themselves

as plainly Americans. In the middle of the continuum one finds those

individuals who consider themselves "Mexican AMerican" who are constantly

conscious of the dugity of their existence and who live in conflict. At the

other extreme one finds thc "Chicanos" who are the more militant and separate

cultural entity. Chicanos would more likely prefer to be identified as a

unique result of the merging of two worlds.

The creation of a unique identity is an historical process which seems to

be socially determined by networks of influence. Deluvina Hernandez (1970) a

hypothesized that "the maintenance of the Chicano or Mexican American or La Raza

ethnic identity 'is dependent upon a functioning satellite system with a common

focal point." (p. 1'5)

Obvieslyg, cultural identity is expected to also d:pend on the other

influences prevalent in the larger American culture. The media and contact with

other ethnic or cultural groups is expected to have 3 strong influence on the

way Mexican AmIrieans look at themselves.

In looking at the celtural identity of Mexican Americans it is important

to bear in mind the elution that Casavants (1971) he made evident: "Today,

it is clear that writ mlny of tnt; sociologic-anthropologic students.hav,! done

Is to accurately e.e.;:ice not thg. of the M...xlcan American, or even of the

Mexican, or of the Puerto. Rican, etc., but to eecurately eescribe in a con-
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founding manner the characteristict and attributes of individuals living in the

Culture of Poverty:" (p. 2). In other words, being Mexican or being Mexican

American is not necessarily equivalent tc being poor.' Being poor.is a socio-

logical identity which has relevance but is not identical with Apreservation

c.f values historically derived frOm a rich set of experiences.

A.further caution in dealing with cultural identity consists of identi-

fying the differences between those individuals who were born in Mexico and

then' moved to the U.S., and those born in the U.S: of Mexican parents or

ancestry. Net-kin (1971) condLcted a survey among U.S.-born Mexican American:

and Mexican Americans born fn Mexico. lie asked these two groups to endorse

:traits generally associated with being Mexican ;olerica7 and ne found that in

order of decreasing amount of agreement, foreign-born Mexican Americans charac-
i

terized themselves as: proud; religious; strong family ci3s; athletic;

gregarious; friendly; happy; field workers; racially tolerant; short, fat and

dark; practical; end well-adjusted. ti..-born Mexican Americags,agreed with

the following items in decreasing ordlr or irportance: Emotional; unscientific

authoritarian; materialistic; old fashioned; poor and of a low social class;

uneducated or poorly-educated; short, far and dark; little care for education;

. mistrusted; pro.J; lazy; indifferent, and unareltioLs. From these two lists

one derives th, observation th.. two groupshhoid,diff:mnt views of them-
.

sel;res and that pJ ace of birth is to be aken into consideration when studying,

the cultural identity of Iexican Americans. Also, it is to be observed that the

self-view of those indivi:ells born in Vvxico is more positive than that of

those individuals born in the Thy: explanation provided for this difference

is that Mexican Amer is any born ih tiv; U.F. ;lave hirb expect-tions provided by

the society they _ISA as a franc of.rktfc.renc,, Mcxic:n Am.:riclhs born in Mexico

:lay feel that they are w,11 off co7,:red t3 th hunalt blckgrbunl tney

come from.
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The determinants of the AiqUe cultural characteristics of the Mexican

American have been conceptualized by Pje.losa (1970, p.5). He says that four
4

major sets,of influences have shaped a unique Mexican American culture:

1. The traditional Mexican culture; 2. The majority American culture; 3. i

generally low social class influence; and 4. The minority status which

Mexican Americans experience.

I
To soma extent, given the above factors, it is easy to envision the

emergence of a countercult.re as : dominant form of response to oppressive

forces in the life of the Mexican American. It is also likely, as in the case

of the black American, that after the counterculture asserts itself a process

of positive integration may begin to take place. Erickson (1966) asserts that

"for a more inclusive identity is a development by which two groups who

previously had come to depend on each other's negative identities (by living

in a traditional situation of mutual enmity or in a symbiotic accommodation to

one-sided exploitation) join their identities in such a way that new potentials

are activatad in both." (p. 166)

Communication as the main mechanism that holds society together is here

expected to depend on the cultural identity of the members of the group.(Mexican

Americans in this case) which is striving for a positive integration witnout

giving up its cultural identity. in confrontir:Nd joining the larger majorit;"

a certain type of cultural identity is expected to influence the communication

- .

'style utilized for demanding social services and for jot interviewing- Also,

and not less important, the relationship between cultural identity and communi-

cation style should have implications for the establishment of meaningf.al human

relationships with the larger majority of the,,.merican culture.

xf in fact the cultural identity e! particular individuals identified as

Mexican Americans his in impact in the ways in which they communicate with
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members 7f the majority culture, important recommendations may be derived from

such a relationship, such as: 1. To enhance ethnic pride in those who lack it

for better:intogration into the majority culture without assimilation; 2. Lf

considering oneself Chicano and militant significantly affects the ways in which

official institutions render services, Mexican lolericans would be well advised

to mite as a unique cultural group to strive for their rights; 3. If consider-
.

ing oneself an American of Mexican descent is related to adaptive oommanication

styles, those traits peculiar to that variety of cultural identity could be

isolated and made known for more successful communication and to promote options

in cultural relations.

This type of research cannot be bias free. It is the contention of the

authors of this paper that cultural identity and pride such as the identity

Imesumbly held by Chicanos is perhaps the most viable way of preserving cultural

richness, distinctiveness and in the :opg run positive adaptation to the larger

society.

We now turn to the ccnsideration of Communication style. Communication

style will be le)oked at taking in':o account related eoncepts such as competence,

apprehension, and self-esteem.

STYLE

The sunject of communicative "style" has been defined and approached from

a number of perspectives. DeVito (1967, p. 249.) defined style as, "the selisteen

and arrangement cf those linguistic features which are open to choice." J'X)5

(1959) treated these variable linguistic features as "correlated to an equal

or greater number of sociclogicellv definable occasionf.." (p. 188). Style,

then, would be the use of linguistic markers by a speaker.to indicate or define

the )ccision for the listener. An import ant part of thc, idea of "occasion" -5

the social distance that is indicated between speaker and listener, this is
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evident from Tees' delineation of five styles: intimate, casual, consultative,

formal, and frozen.

Lah.ov (1972) found that linguistic features used by speakers changed in a

common direction as speech tasks were varied from the informal to formal along

the dimension cf.ettention paid to speech. As situations became less casual

and styles became more "careful", the speech of informants tended to approach

more closely the speech patterns cf a prestige group: the upper middle class.

'41

Labov (1966) noted that the New York City lower 'Addle class speaker tended

even to "hypercorrect" his or her Snglish'at the formal end of the scale of .

attention paid te.speech: to usec"prestige" phonological and lexical features

even in contexts in which these linguistic features were-not actually used by

the upper-middle-class reference group.

Norton 0:978) wint beyond the confines of verbal style in his definition

of communicator style. he defined communicator style as, "the way one verbally

and paraverbally interacts to signal how literal meaning should be taken,

interpreted, filtered, or understood." (p. 49)

'Norton conceptualized the communicator style construct in terms of nine

predictor constructs and one "dependent" variable. The nine predictors (ways

of dealing with others in an interaction) were: dominant, dramatic, contentious,

animated, impression-leaving, relaxed, attentive, open, and friendly. The

dependent verieble, communicator image, was roughly a self-impression of one's.

own communicative competence. Norton's Communicator Style Measure (CSM)

operationalized these in terms of a eet of self-report items measured on a

Likeirt-type agree-disagree scale. \e.

A number of studies have attempted to relate C3M variables to communicative

competence and eth.r rented variebles. Norton (1973) attimpted to de termini

the "best predictors" of cemmunicetr image using; smallest space enalysis end
,e



stepwise regression. In the smallest space solution, the subconstructs d
I.

t'tbe closest to "communicator image" were: impression leaving, open, and t

dominant. Best predictors of positive celikunicator image suggested by stepwise

regression were doMinant, impression-leaving, and open.

Brandt (1978) examined the relatienehip between the same set of predictor

variables (with the exception of the variable "dramatic", which was replaced by

a variable labelled "precise") an6 observers' judgments of subjects' sodial

and task attractiveness and communicative effectiveness. A canonical ccrre-

latift analysis indicated that the style variables impression-leaving, open,

attentive, animated, relaxed, and to a lesser degree dominant and friendly,

were all related to observers' perceptions of subjects' social and tat}:

attractiveness and communicative effectiveness. In addition, attentive,

precise, and friendly were seen as predictors of-task attractiveness'.

Norton and Pettegrew (1977) looked 'at combinations of the communicator

style variables dominant, yen, and relaxed as related to interpersonal

ettractiveneas. They Fund that indivivals with a "dominant/open" style were

seen by others as more attractive than individuals using "dominant/not-open",

"not - dominant /relaxed ", or "not - dominant /not - relaxed'' styles.

Norton and Warnick (1976) examined the relationship between the CSM and

several scales measuring the construct of "assertiveness". They found thAt

the commuliiceter style subconstructs es'measured by the CSM: contentious,

precise, impression-leaving, and dominant.

The choice of which of these various modes4of style a given individual

may employ is bound to be influenced,by individual and cultural characteristics.

The factors referred to by Petealesa (197)) es determinants of the cultural

characteristics f the Mexican ;enerican culture -- influence of the Mexican

culture, influenee of the. (nngle-) American culture, influence of low social

i t) .



class, and minority status should have an effect on the communication styles

and patterns adopted by Mexican Americans. In addition, the reference group(s)

used by the individual, and his or'her cultural identity in terms of identifi-

cation with one or another culture (or degree of ambiguity of that identifi-

cation) should have a profound effect on his/herloommunication. In general,

A

then, it seems that the identification of an individual with a certail ethnic

grouping may hlve a significant impact on the way he/she communicates with others.

It is further felt that the way in which the individual's style is used and

interpreted by others directly influences his/her success or effectiveness

in communicative interactions. Therefore, we shall examine several concepts

which hive been found to be closely related to communication style and/or

communicative effectiveness.

COMMUNICATION APPREHENSION

Communication apprehension is one factor that may be expected to exert

an influence on the communication of Mexican-Americans,with Anglo-Americ-ms.

AcCrosky, Daly, Richmond, and Tali:1.one (1977) comment that:

...for some, communication experiences have been unrewarding,
indeed punishing, and as a consequence these individuals
avoid situations where communication might be required. (g. 270)

For many Mexican Americans, communication experiences involving Anglo

Americans have been unrewarding or punishing. Low social class, minority

A

status, and special problems relating to bilingualism are relevant to this.

Bossard (1945) presented the hypothesis of "linguistic identification with

status," contendlng that

a second language and its vestips k c bound up with the
status of the particular min..rity group which speaks that
language. (p. 709)

Bossard conducted case studies of bilinguals to assess th. impact of growinp

in a home in which ()ne language is spoken, but into a society in which.anotLer

11
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language is dominant. Ho noted a number of problems which occurred, especially

in cases in which the firsr language of the individual was negatively regarded

a0
by the dominant cultural group and in which the individual, desired to assimilate

into the society of the dominant culture. Damage to s child's self-concept

caused by hostility toward his/her language and culture by peers, school

difficulties arising both from negirtive attitudes toward !-!is/her language and

culture, and communication problems caused by language and cultural differences

were long-lasting in the cases studied. Thus, some degree of communication

;Apprehension ray result from such commuhication difficulties with the larger /rift

Anglo culture.
I

Bossard identified a number of protective devises which these bilinguals

developed. These included a restrained mahnet of speaking, inconspicuous.
behavior, and the use of meticulous English.

Bossard's hypothesis,of linguistic identification with status was supporaated

.
.

by Barker (1947) in the latter's study of Tucson, arizona Mexican.- American

community: Barker noted that inferior social status was associated with speak4ng
4k

English with a "Mexican accent". Higher-class Mel(can-American families were

observed to speak English with their children, and expressing fear that an

'accent" would endanger the children's future chances in the Aob market.

Lambert (l 967) cites-a number of studies which indicate that language

and dialect are used to make judgements about the competence and personality

characteristics of cthLrs, with speakers of dialects of non-ipminant
44 4 j

groups receiving attributions of less desirable traits than speakers of

prestige languages and dialects. Thus, the Mexican -amcrican may receive more

negative attributions (and responses) f-r no reason other than the accent with

which he/she speas Ln;',1ish.

Anxiety may 21s- arise from actual communfo-tion difficulties aau.sed bye

l2
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appropriation oP English and Spanish to different doiains of language behavior.

Halliday, McIntosh, and Strevens (1964) point out .that the bilingual typically

is not a "complen" bilingual in the sense of being fully competent in the use

of both languages for dealing with all subjects and situations. There is

usually an app-opriation of one languaze to one set of subjects or domain and

the other language to another set of subjects or domains, with some/Overlap.

This tends to limit the bilingual's competence in the monolingual's language,

most often with regard to more informaistyles or registers. The problem of

a ltk of informal linguistic categories common to Mexican - americans and Aftglo-s

Americans (Barker,a134/, p. 200) may bu expected to increase as the degree of

segregation of the two groups increases and informal contact octween Anglos

and Mexican-Americans decreases.

Put another way, bilinguals among other bilinguals tend to switch languages

to signify a ch,ingein the domain of discourse, the relationship, or the degree

of formality; cases in which the monolingual will use a change in style or
(

register rather than languae, This practice has been,noted I y several.

researchers (Barker, lail, Fishman, 1971 r_'. 1971 b; Gumperz, 1967).
.

%

This differ_nce in the usage of language may lead to negative social

consequences for the Mexican-American bilingual in his/her attempts to communi-

cate socially with Anglos, leading to apprehension concerning such communicatLor,.

While inherent stylistic differences due te.language orientations and

cultural norms max, result in a high level of communisation apprehension, such

apprehension may have subsequent effects upon an individual's communication

style..

Ellis (1978) examined traits orAicting the use of "on..-dp" or 'one-down'.

ielatitinal control styl,es in interpersonal communication, In the one-up

condition, the in ivi ual is asserting control over the definition of thed.

*Z.



relationship, whereas in ehe onerdown conditione,she/he is accepting the .otharts

definition of the relationship, and takes a submissive relational role.

Ellis found that persons who consistently used "one-up" styles tended to

be intolerant cf ambiguity and desired to structure their social environments.
...-

One characteristic of t%ese using this control style was a high degree of

concern over hoof they were perceived by others.

The individual who meets the description of the user of a ono-up control

style should exhibit a communication style that is dominant, animated, and

relaxe.41.,
4.

It was found by Ellis that individuals whc consistently used "one-down'

(or submissive) control styles were apprehensive about communication while

still des5ring social relationships:

He needs to associate with, others but fears the prccess of communication.
When tmember of thisgroup does interact with others he is quite willing
to aceept the submise:ve role in a relationship. in snort, the best
predictor of this control style, is communication apprehension. (p. 189)

The individual who meets this description should exhibit a communication

style that is attentive and preciee, but not dominant, contentious, relaxed,

or animated. Such a style could be labelled "accomodating."

'These conclusions arc consistent with findings of NOrton and Warnick (197E)

that low anxiei. measures correlated highly with speaking dominance, frequency,

and intensity.

In addition to nits effects en communicator style, communication appre-

hension Iteds to greater avoidance of communication overall (McCrosky et. al.,

1977). The Mexican-AmOric'en who L apprehensive about communicating with Anglos

should tend to avoid situations in whit' he/she may have to do so. Burgoon

4
(1976) found a signific4t negative rel tionship between the approach /avoidance

factor of the Unwilliagness to Commuwe scale (which measures a dimension

invoVing communieetion apprehcesion) and emount of participation of subjects

1 4
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in a group decision-making task; information - seeking, and information-giving.

This study elect:, indicated that the amount of reward that is perceived to Arise

from communication. is not as important mg influence on the individual's

participation is communication apprehension.

SEW-ESTEEM

Much 'of the discussion on communi Lion apprehension also relates

to the self-esteem of the Mexican an individual. There is a close

relationship between the two constructs. McCrosky, et. al. (1977) found that e

self-esteem and oral communication Apprehension were inversely related.

Similarly, Burgeon (1976) liWeed low 1-elf-ester with unwillingness.to Communi-

cate. It should be kept in mind, however, that an individual may have generally

high self-esteem, but still experiqfte anxiety about communicating in certain

situations or contexts.

The effects of the social and cultural, status of the Mexican American in

the United States on self-esteem have been seen as basically negative.

Macias (19741 aPousos schosls of practicing insensitivity and discrimination

against the language and culture of Mexican American children, and contends

that schools thus have, "had a definite effect in helping to destroy their

self-concept." (p. 61)

Pelialosa (1975) contends that the Lel' concept iof the Mexican American

child may even be lowered in schocls enlightened enough (or forced) to provides.

bilingual instruction, if that instruction does not take into account the

dialect of Spanish that is. ctually spoken in his/her community:

Certainly the influance of culturally- biased intelligence testing on

Mexican American childreniin the schools must havo its effect on the young 4

people upon which it is administratEd (Vasquez, 1973; Mercer, 1977; Olmedo, 1370.

I

Acosta (1977), referring to the influonca of discrimination and poverty

1;)
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on the psychological well-being of Mexican-Americans, concluded that, "those

oppressive conditions should certainly make MexicanAmericans particularly

vulnerable to serious psychological distress and lowered levels of self-esteem."

(p, 216)

Lambert (1967) gives us some indication of the extent to which the

negative attributes Assigned to a non-dominant cultural group are intenalized

by members of that group. In his studies of the attributions given by subjects

to speakers of English and French in Quebec, he found that not only did

English speaking subjects rate a French speaker more negatively than an English

speaker, but that native French speakers also rated a French speaker more

negatively. This leads us to believe that an individual's self-esteem, as

well as the status attributed to .that individual'by

a function of the language habits of those involved.

may in part' be

COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCt

Another way in which the study of communication style has both sociala

.(
and individual Importance is in its relationship to the communicative competence

of the individual. Bochner and Kolly define competence as, "a person's.ability

to interact effectively with other people." (p. 288). They regard "effective-

ness" not only in terms of the ability of the individual to accomplish his or

her goals,
V

but also in terms of the ability to work with others and to adapt

to changes in the situation or environment.

Wiemann (1477)stresses the importance of "everyday conversation" in

forming and maintaining the socialldentity of participants. Wiemann sees

the primary funriom of conversation as, "the establishment and maintenance

of self and social identities of the participants." (p. 196) This leads to

ft:
an emphasis on the long-term effects of ones communicative behavior on

relationships with others. Competcnc;, then, is defined in terms of more th(m
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one's ability to get what on desires or to define the relationship on one's

own terms; rather, it involves the development of a relationship satisfying

to both parties. Thus:

Communicative competence can be defined as the: ability of an interactant
to choose among available communicative behaviors in order that he may
successfully accomplish his own interpersonal goals during an encounter
while maintaining the face and line of his follow interactants within
the constraints bf the situation. (Wiemann, 1977, p. 198)

The component of competence which involves the long-term efftcts of one's

behavior on others is often, conceptualized and measured in'terms of one's

social desirability or attractiveness. For example, Brandt (1978) used

observer judgements of subjects' social and task attractiveness, as well as

judgments of the effectiveness of subjects' communication, as indicators of

social competence.

The, issue of competence is doubly important for the American of Mexican -

/
descent. First, communication style, as well as linguistic and cultural

characteristics, will have some influence on the individual's ability to inter-
.

act effgctively with Anglo Ameripans. As alluded to earlier; the different

self-identities held brAmericps of Mexican-descent correspond to different

styles of interaction. Implications ilthese differences will be explicated in

further sections.

Secondly, the degree to which the individual's style, results iri Competent

communication may be used as a partial indication of his/her social desir-

0 ability or attractiveness,. For the American of Mexican origin, this desirability

or attractiveness may be seen* 3 function, et least partly, of his/her

cultural identity and itsoporreskAding communication styles.

Hypot htSOS

At the outset of this paper, a number of factors relating to the cultural
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identity of Kexican-nme, :pns welediscossed. The cultural identity of Mexican

Americans should affect their communication styles and practices through

effects on such variables as communication apprehension, self-esteem, perceiver

reward from communication, stress, and goals of interaction.

Throughout the rest'ofthis paper we will refer to cultural identity

in terms of discrete categories for the sEke of clarity; however, it must. be

kept in mind that cultural identity is,best regarded as e continuum. We will

use the term "American of V.exican Ancestry" to describe individuals who would

first identify theriselves as plainly Americans. "Mexican American" will be

used to describe those individuals who are conscioub of tha duality of their

existence and who live in conflict; whose identification is both with Mexican

and Americl- cultures. The term "Chicano" will be used to describe the

pal 410 sees himself as part of a unique cultural entity separate from either

Mexican or American culture. The term "Mexican" will be used to describe the

cultural identity of one 'those primary referent in day to day life is Mexican

culture; ono who sees him/her-self primarily as Mexican rather than Mexican

American, Chicano, or American of Mexican Ancestry.

ME RICAN- AMERICA

We will first deal with zhe cc-munieaticn style that would be expected

to arise from consciousness sf duality: of being both V.exican and' American

(PeFialosa, 1970).

This remains a rather broad cate-sary. Individuals who identify themselvas

as both Mexican and Arxrican may raze_ from those who see personal assimilatiof

4
into Anglo-American society and colter as both desirable ,:nd possible, to

, -

those who see thems1v,s 7-sre in ter7s sf 1%.xican but w'ac, accept

to some degree Anglo-tn,rican cultural values and p,Irop<ctives.

Mexican Am,.ric,ans near th, "Am._rican" cnd of this ",:uar identity would

.
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seem to correspond best to the bilinguals studied by Bossard (1945): those who

desire acceptance into the broader American society, and who develop such

"protective devices" as a restrained manner of speaking= inconspicuous behavior,

and the use of meticulous English,- These protective devices would seem to

correspond in CSM measures to "not-dramatic", and "not-animated." The individeal

using these devices should, using Labovis (19724 contextual style dimension,

be very high in attention paid to speech. That is, they should be very ewere of

their grammar and articulation, seeking to accomodate these to the relevant

The Mexican American who perceive most rewards as coming from association

with the Anglo-American culture, yet who is apprehensive concerning communi-

cation with Anglo-Americans should evidence a one-down relational control style

.

as described by Ellis (1978). The primary goals in interaction tend to be

acceptance and affiliation. Most of the Mexican Americans who combine these

qualities may be expected to be found among those who are dual - cultural. The

communication behaviors that may be expected 70 go along.wifh this relational

control style were discussed previously: generally a styli which is attentive,

precise, non-dominant, non-contentious, not relaxed, and not animated'.

One thing that we might expect is for the Mexican American who is in

conflict about his/her cultural identity to experience more anxiety and stress,

This is supported by some of the research into the effects of acculturation

on Mexican Americans. Senour (1977) comments that:

The effect of acculturation on Thicanos is not fully
understood. Some data suggest that individuals who
either retain their cultural values or wholly scribe
to the value system of the majority culture manifest
less psychopathology thin those in-thi_ midst of acculturation. (p. 333)

This contention is also consistent with tht theoretical treatment of the

effects of social mobility propos,3 by liau (1956). 811u proposed two proceshec

1 9
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'

that he labelled the "acculturation pattern" and the "social insecurity

pattern". Blae contended teat mobil, persons would not be well integrated

into either social class, and would tend to have viaues tht were in between

. 4'
those characteristic of each class. H also pointed out that a p4rson poorly

.

integrated into.cither grbup would have less" day to day social support,

resulting in greater insecurity and anxiety. A parallel process may bb

hypothesized for those who are neither fully integrated into the traditional

Mexicai culture, or into Anglo-American culture, and who do hot have an

orientation toward an alternative "Chicano" culture.

In a synthesis of research findings on throe language variables, Bradac,

Bowers, and Courtright (1979) make the generalization that cognitive stress

is inversely related to language intensitY. Individuals with a "dual"

(and thevefore somewhat stressful) cultural identity should then tend toward

use of less-intense language,

Finally, it should be pointed out, that if the indivi,:;ual uses Anglo

Amerixalis as a referenp group, huishe should be more highly susceptible to

lowered self-esteem due to rejection, ridicule, or internalization of cultural

stereotypes concerning Mexicans or '!exican Americans,

From this discussidh, the follewing'set of hypoth,,.s.33 about the communi-

cation style and practi'ccs of the individual who-sees him/herself as both'

t Mexican and American can be derived:

Hl: The individual who identifies him/her self as both a Mexican and an

American will find communication vith Angle Atricans rewarding, but

will also experience aoprehension about communicating with them.

H2: The individual eno identifies hi/h,rself as both a Mexican and an

American will tend to use "accomodeting" communication style in

communication with Anglo 4nric3ns. This style involves the following

values: not-dominant, not-contntio not-relaxed, not-animated,

1) n

4,11
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not- dramdtic, attentive, precise.

From the above two hypotheses, we d;2rivet

1

H3: The individual who perceivas.comMunication with Anglo Americans as

rewarding, but who experiences a high 'degree of communication apprc-

'aension will tens to usc and "accomz)datinz style in such comrunicatioa.

H4: The individual who identifies -wit.. both ::..axioan and Anglo Arcrican

culturT will t.,nd.toward a higr iegrec of conscious ..wareness of his/her

grammar end 7..ronunciation of English when com!Sunicating with hngio

Americars.

''CHICANO.

Indivi:duals who see themselves athaving a uniqu:, Chicane cultural

identity ma.; Sc ex;ectee to use comrani:ation styl._s in communication with

Angle Americans which arc different from the styles e-ployed ny individuals

whose cultural id:Altity is better described as "Mexican-American".

The individual who nerceives hin/hers,:af as a Chicano(a) would be more

liable to s.. relevant rewarcs as originating in the Mexican-Amarkoan commnity

rather th= through social contact nitre Anglo Amer.icw.s or acceptenc by them.
w;

glo Amerioans would not b. used as a reference group and a aicano would

rid to be unconcerned about being a-_cut,d socially by them. The should

be somewhat less anxiaty about comr...z,icatinp, with, Anglo Am_ricans.duc to

this factor.

Since th: individual who identlfies with Chicano culture does not desire

to assimilatL into the .thigh-Am.:ricln ct:lture, and should be less upprLhensive

than the "K_xican ,r_ricln" about corrunici-ting wi.th re;-rosentatives of thlt

th.Jre should relson for tc "i,rotective

devices' mentioned by Bossard. Th.2rc-coro, we may ,:-..pcct tie n:rson with th:::

cultnral identIty to t,. mon_ _Ininflt.ld, .1 dra7L.tic in his/h2r style of ccr.mrsln+-

',caring.
$1.

2
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Although tau person who identifies with n Chicano ctltural identity will

be l.ss concerned with being lccepted by Anglo-nncricans, ne/she should be

mom ooncernud than the "Mexican Amorican" with how ha/she' is perceived by

those with whom he/she comes in contact. He/she will tend to show pride in

his/her uniq4c culture and to bc sensitive to attempts of others to degrade

it. Ellis (:978) found that concern with how others perceive one was a major

factor in predicting us,; of a on_-up relational control style.

This will lea,: tc assertive communication. The individual with this

cultural identity will tend to tako ch&rge of interactions and will oe relatively

quick to stand up for his/her rights. There .s no reason to believe that he/she

will show special attentiveness or interest in communicating with Anglo

Americans. Since the individual who identifies with Chicano culture should

not have a great dual of concern about being accepted by Anglo-Americans,

he/she should show no tendency toward ingratiating lehaviors.

The self-este,_.m sf the inelividL.al who Identifi.ts Pith Chicano culture

should be higher than the self-esteem of the person who identifies simul-

4

tancously with Mexicrm mnd.American cultures. The person who. identifies him/

herself as Chicano should ae less lik.ly to accept negative judgments and

stereotypes prevalent in Anglo-Amerto:n culture aFid medic. Levels of stress

should also b= less, du. to not livinc in conflict of identities and elle-

giences. These factors should help r-duce apprehension about communicating.

0
with Anglos Ind shou1:2 contribut, to an Assertive style.

This discussion leads to the following hypot&s,s:

H5: The individual wh' identifies with a i:-.1.que "Chicano" culture will

tend to use an assrtivc style of conmunication with Anglo Americans.

This styl_ will involve. the foliowinr CSM 2omihant, contenticuz,

dr.matic, not-attentiv .

22
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H6:
The individual who identifies with a unique "Chicane culture will

perceive communication with Anglo Americans as loss rewarding than will

the individual whose cultural identification is :'Mxican American."

H7I The individual who identifies with a unique "Chicano" culture will hay4

less appratKnsion about conmunicating with Anglo Americans than will

the individual wcose cultural ik:entification is 'Mexican American."

..41EXICAN'

e individual whose cultural identity is "Yexican" sholad perceive

comm ication with Anglos as not socially rewarding. The person whose

conscious identification is with nexiczal culture should thus find accul-

turation into the American society as undesirable, and perhaps irrelevant to

their cultural goals. Thcy reflect, rather, the richness and diversity of the

Mexican culture.

1,
Significantly, it is felt that individuals who self-identify with this

grouping will not suffer froni generalized stress caused by SMbivalence con-

cerning his/her cultural identity as is hypothesized for tici/;:xican-

American". This should lied to use of higher-intensity language and a more

animated communication style than that characteristic of individuals with a

dual "Mexican-American" cultural identity.

Although factors such as language differences and non-receptive Anglo

attitudes should serve to produce a notica:Ae amount of apprehension concerninT

communication with Anglo Amcricans, apzr,_hension should be lower than for

the individual with "Mexican American" cultural identity : If Rewards are

small from social interaction with Anglo AmericIns, then the cost of rejection

by them is llc-) small. Vh,ther he/Lhe is accepts/ by Anglo Amcrichns is of

little conseriiicnce if tnr Individual Jots not desire affiliation dr use Anglo

Americans as 1 rLferenc.: group.

23
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Neither an "accommodating" nor an "assertive" communication style should

be predicted for the individual who identifies primarily with "Mexican''

culture. Such an individual should bk.. less concerned with being acc4,ted

by Anglo-Americanethan the "Mexican American" and less conctxned with being

respected by them than the "Chicano".

Empirical evidence is lacking concerning comnunic:tion styles chnracter-

istic of the nexican culture. However, the considerations upon which predictions

about the communication styles of -Mexican Americans" and "Chicanos" have

previously been made suggest that:

H8: The individual who identifies him/herself primarily with axican culture

riid

should show a communication style in communicating pith Anglo Amcricans

tha*.has the following characteristics: animated, not,contentious,

not-careful.

The communication style of the individual who identifies primarily with

Mexican culture will be more dominant than the communication style of ti16.

indi ual who identifies with both nxican and American cultures, in

co/mimic tion w th tylglo Americans.

The communication yle of the individual who identifies primarily with

Mexican culture will be less dominant than the individual whose cultural
r--

identification, is with a unique "Chicano* culture.

"AMERICA4S OF KEXICAN AACESTRY°

In the case of the individu;...1 whose cultural idt.ntity is "American of

Mexican Ancestry", we must dcallith this factor: the degree to which the

4

individual is actually lssimilated into (Anglo-) American,cultur,. It seers4
most likely that the individuals vhe identify ttenelv..s vls Americans of

Mexican Lacestry will tend to be those who havt .1ctually 1,,:en more or less

assimil.lbted into th& broader culture. These individuals should ha.v. higher

9

2 4
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than average socio - economic' status, which implies no power difference involved

in most of their communicatio with representatives of Anglo-American culture.

Members of this group s ould show little if any special anxiety about

1

communicating with Anglo Arno teens. The self-esteem of members of this group

i-
should also-It high. ,/

Although rewards should be perceived as originating primarily from within

Anglo-American culture, the. degree of integration of the "American of Mexican

Ancestry' into that culture should make his/her acceptance by any particular

member of that cultural group 1 matter of minimal importance. Thus, the

itividual with this cultural identity is not expected to exhibit an aceomo-

dating communication style.

The hypotheses which have been developed from th4 perspective are:

Hil: The individual whose cuIlwal identity is 'American of Mexican Ancestry"
4

will tend to show a communication style similar to that shown by Angle

r.
Americans of similar- socio-economic status.

M12: .The communication style used by the "American of MeXican Ancestry" will

tend to be relaxed, dominant, not-contentious.

H13: The more American the individual feels, the more positive his/her attitude

willbe toward social contacts and communication with Anglo Americans.

The perceived rewards from social contact should be high among "Americans

of Mexican Ancestry" and .M..xican Americans", and these groups should have a

positive attitude toward communication witn Anglo Americans in social settings.

"Chicanos" and "Mexicans'` should see few r-wards as deriving from social contact

with Anglo-Americans. The first choice :f each ,!,,f ;t4c latter two groups for

social contacts should not be ingio Ameri:lans.

In terms of 1TROUrlt of corrnuiltc atort with nn le ovrioans, the

order mornot be the 50MC. grt, to which communication is percc;ivrd

25
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as rewarding has not been shown to be as strong a predictor of amount of

'communication as is communication apprehension. Thus we would predict the

following:

: In terms Of actual amount of corrrunication with Anglo Americans, the

following ordering (from greatest amount to least).will be observed:

Americans of ;lexical% Ancestry, Chicano, Mcxican-Amorican,'Mexican.

Instramettation
a
)

In order to test the aforestatcd hypotheses a sclf-report questionhaire

will be administered to a sample of Mexican Americans in two different '

geographical areas of the ynited States: the Southwest and the indlastriaj.

Midwest.

Consistent with the previris discussion of cultural identity, this

construct will be measured not only in terms of the individual's conscious

identification with a particular label, but also in terms of preferred fooc,

music, art, and language, as wall as opinions la matters relating to cultural

identity. Informants will be asked to describe themsAves using Farris and

Brymer's (1970) T.enty Statements Test. Proposed mcasures arc shown in

Appendix A.

Discussion has indicated that place of birth, socio-economic status, and

demographic variables should affect the responses of informants. Measures 'of

these variables will be taken.

ComAunication vlriibles cx,rlined include amount_if c;;Iunication

(total, fornal, and informal) fith Anzio-Americans, as well as measures of

communication style. Respohdents will ask,.d to reFort the number of tines

per dly thev normally ,_nflg_ ir, c7J..munication with AnElo-Americans, and the

amount of times they convrsed with ,ngle-hmericans the previous day.

.

ti
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Respondents will $.-,e asked to .report how often they talk .with Anglo- American's

on three sets of topics ranging frAwimpersonal to personal: work or business,

social matters, and personal affairs or problems. :These will be,reported on a
4

Likert-type scale with response categories rangipg from %ever" to "every'day".
%...1

CommUnicatio tyle will be measured using a modification of Norton's

(1978) Communica r.,Style Measure. This takes thy form of a number of state-
-, y.

meats about the respondents communication style to which he/she is asked to

respond on a four-pant Likert-type scale ranging from "Strongly,disagree" to

"Strongly agree". The CSM measures Will be modified to apply specifically to

communication with Angio-Americans. Th-e CSM will ipo be modified to include

items corresponding to the style variable "precise" used in Brandt's (1978)

study Of communicator style and social competence. Finally, items will be

added to measure the amount of attention paid to speech, consistent with

Labov's (1972). discussion of contextual. styles. These willIalso be caht,gs

responses to statements about .one's communication on a Likea=ryle4reef

disagree scale, in order to be consistent with other style measures. Thus, the

dimension of attention paid to speech may be treated as another CSM -typo

variable which we may call "careful". This variable is defined along with

other style variables in Appendix B. Examples of communication style measures
)e

are. provided in appendix C,

Our hypotheses require-measurements also of the apprehension of respondents

)11

in communicating, with Anglo Americans, and the degree to which such communi-

cation is perceived as rewarding. These measures were obtained by rewording

items from McCrOsk 41970) FICA and Biargoon's (1976) UWC scales to apply to

-17:srmunicationiwith lo Americans.(
0

The instrument will be extensively pretegted to, avoid the use of language

that maiibe considered to be inappropriate'by the respondents and to assess

the variaillty of each of the items.

21
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Discussion

A number of issues relevant to culearal identiW and communication styles

ee e

of Mexican Americans have been raised, endlsredictais have been made about,
$ c

e .. 4.)
how cultural ideptity will affect communteation sty1 . Comments theion'

.e
utility or communication effectiveness of the various styles hypothesized '

remain to be made.

The communilftion style that we hypothesize for an individual identifying

with both Mexican and Aierican culture ("Mexican American") is seen to leek

most of the attributes associated with competence, attractiveness, and good

communicator image in the stedies cited earlier (Norton, 1978; Brandt, 1978;

NOrton and Pettegrew, 1977; Norton aed Farnick, 1976). The only variable on

which the "Mexican American" is predicted to score highly on, and which in

turn seems to be associated with competence, is "attentiveness".

It was also predicted, however, that the person with a "Mexican American"

cultural identity would tend to pay more attention to speech in communication

with Anglo Americans than would other individuals. In particular, he/she

should be consciously aware of.his/her English pronunciation and grammar

when communicating eith, Anglo Americans.. The-extent to-which this.acteally:

A

leads to speech closer to the middle-class AngloeAmerican standard should be

iedieative of how attractive a communication partner the individual should

be regarded by Anglo Americans. However,this could be reversed if enough

anxiety or stress is generated to result in noniluencics orether obvious

indications of stress.

On such variables associated with littiveness and attractiveness as

"dominant", "relaxed", "impression-leaving", "animated", and. "dramatic ",

the individual who identifies with a unique ,"Chicano" culture is hypothesized

to score higher than the person whose cultural identity is "Mexican American"
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or "Hexican" as we have defined them. However, the communication style

hyppe
//

liesized for the "Chicano" is also described by high "contentiousness".

This is probably a negitive atttibute in terms of long-term social and coopera-

tive relationships with Anglo-Americans, although it may contribute to effece

Ai/pness in obtaining immediate behavibral compliance with short-term goals.

Interesting in this regard is the fact that thl.communication style predicted

for tht individual identifying with "Chicano" culture does not include any

of randtes (1973) predictors of "task attractiveness".

It should be noted that the above discussion is conducted within a

perspective with a decidedly U.S.-cultural bias. That is, the research which

led to these conclusions was baseit on a mode of operation in which the English

language as spoken by the majority US. culture was the norm. Therefore,

what one considers "effective "; -competent", or eves "negative" may vary

substantially when examining minority identities and communitation behaviors in

"other nations or cultures. In particular, researcti relating communicator

style wits communicative competepce has been conducted in single-culture

(usually Anglo-American) situations rather than cross-cultural settings.

In proceeding with the theoretical perspective and research proposed

herein, several cautions should be mentioned. First, as implied earlier,

special care shOuld be taken to utilize appropriate ethnic labels when

referring to Me'xican Americans (henceforth referring to all as Americans of

Mexican descent, regardless of self-cultural identification); both during the

conducting of the research and when presenting recommendations based on

research findings. While any recommendetion'is by nature somewhat normative,

we should make it leer that any recommendation ;ado on the basis of the

research proposed herein would be for informative and descriptive purposes

rather than to indicate what is "correct". Such a mcomm:!3ridation should be
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geared toward usage by .,,mericans of Anglo and Mexican heritage in effectively

)
coummnitating and dealing wit pothers.

A second caution involves the terminology used here may differ sub-
,

stantially from that us4y others, For example, some authors refer- to all .

. .

Americans of Mexitan heritage (or Latin heritage in .general) as "Chicano'.

Such differences in terminology and definition should be kept in mind when

making comparisons of our'work with other research and normative pieces.

There is a need for cross-cultural research that will provide evidence

on the impact of cultural identity on communication between cultural groups

in the United States, such as the research outlined herein. An important set

og questions to .address is, "Why should one study Mexican Americans in

particular? Could one not study any given cultural or racial minority in the

U.S. and generalize the results?" The answer to the latter question is, of

course no. Ethnic and racial groups all have characteristics specific unto

thkmaelves, and Mexican Americans have a number of defining characteristics and

situational conditions which make their case special.

Mexican Americaps are, generally, quite a visible group. They and Black

Americans ere possibly th, most easily identifiable, most Cohesive minority

groups in the U.S. They are also the largest. 'Additionally, the proximity

of the Mexican Americans' homeland has resulted in special migratory and

cultural patterns and problems. And, as indicated throughout, it is felt

that Mexican Americans employ their own unique communicative styles based in.
4

part on their self-identification with the Mexican and/or the American cultures.

Further implications are, of course, important. What, for example, are

the effects on persuasion, respect, attraction, and learning of violations of

expectations when these involve cultural stereotypes? The, present study

restricts itself to th relationship between cultural identity and cross-

4
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cultural communication,style, Should results confirm the predictions made

about this relationship, empirical research on the effects of these styles on

judgments and behayiors of Anglo-Americans and Mexican-Americans would assume

greater importance.

It should be noted that the research herein proposed is speculative in

nature, but.that there is no other way to build a body of theory and research.

Once the hypotheses here proposed are confirmed or rejected, further refine-
.

ments will be made possible in the theoretical perspective outlined. All

this is, hopefully,for the benefit of the field and that of the growing

minority of Mexican-Americans in their struggle for a positive adaptation to

the largef society in which they live.
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APPENDIX A.

EXAMPLES OF
CULTURAL IDENTITY MEASURES

4

Now we would like you to answer the following questions: Choose one answer
for each question.

t

--In case of a disagreement between the U.S. and Mexico which side would you

take? The U.S. Mexico Neither

What language dp you think should be used in the schools to teach your

children or the children of people like you?

English only English and Spanish Spanish only

Other (Please specify)

- -What language do you speak at home most of the time?

English , Spanish

Other (Please specify)

Both about equally

--What is most important for. you about other people?

That they are good people That they are good workers Both

c--How much do you like American food?

Very much Pretty much A little Not at all

--How much do you like Mexican food?

Very much Pretty much A little Not at all

- - "I have a unique culture."

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree

- -"All Americans should be alike."

-strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree

- - "I am proud of who I am."

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree
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ATTENDIX 3.

Communicator Style Construct

;Or

ATTENTIVE

-a tendency to listen, to show interest in what the other is saying,

and to deliberately react in such a way that the other know's she/he

is being listened to.

4

D01411-tritiT

-a tendency to "take charge" of the interaction and/or to attempt

to lead or control the behaviors of others in it.

DRAMATIC A

-involving the manipulation of cxagerations, fantasies, stories,

metaphors, rhythm, voice, and other4stylisticdevices to highlight or

understate content.

OPEN.-

-a tendency to reveal personal things about the self, to easily express

feelings and emotions,,and to be frank and sincere.

ANIMATED

-a tendency to provide frequent eye contact, to use facial expressions,

and to gesture often,.

RELAXED

-a tendency to be calm and collected, not nervous under pressure,

and to not show nervous mannLrisms.
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FRIENDLY
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-a tendency to be encouraging to others, to acknowledge others'

contributions to the interaction, and to openly express admiration.

IMPRESS ION - LEAVING

-manifesting a visible or memorable style of communicating.t\

A tendency to be remembered because Of what one says and/OV*

the way one says it.

CONTENTIOUS

-a tendency to be argumentative or overtly hostile toward others

PRECISE

-a tendency to use very specific language and to try to be very

accurate and specific about what one means by what one says.',

t.
s
4

CAREFUL**

-a 'tendency to pay cpnscious attention'to speech and language, in

particular to concern oneself with using proper grammar and

pronunciation.

a

* From Norton (1978). Unstarred items from Brandt (1978) .

** Adapted from Labov (1972).
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APPENDIX C.

Examples of Communication Style Measures

DOMINANT

try to take charge of the conversation when I am with Anglos."

strongly agree agree disagree strangle disagree

- -"I.tend to dominate informal conversations with Anglos."

strongly agree agme disagree strongly disagree

ANIMATED

--"I am very expressive in the way I communicate with Anglos."

strongly agree agree: disagree strongly disagree

--"I like to use colorful language when I.talk to Anglos."

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree

CONTENTIOUS

--"When I disagree with Anglos, I am vary quick to challenge them."

strongly agree agree disagree strongly disagree

4
ATTENTIVE

- -"I deliberately act in such way with Anglos that they know I are listening

to them.

agree strongly agree disagree disagree strongly

- -"In communicating with Anglos, I rta1141.ly like to listen very carefully,

agree strongly agree disagree disagree strongly
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